
Ready for match day

As part of the new stadium Brentford FC needed a washroom cubicle system that looked good but 
was also hard wearing and resilient, TBS Amwell’s Evolution was the perfect fit. 

Impact and water resistant solid grade laminate doors and divisions, coupled with an elliptical 
headrail and pilasters manufactured from satin anodised aluminium makes Evolution extremely 
tough and durable, perfect for the demands of match day. The cubicles' pedestal legs can be 
adjusted on site to accommodate uneven floors, ideal for the TBS Fabrications fitting team whilst 
also giving Evolution a contemporary floating appearance.

Pretty Darn Quick installation 
Post formed, high pressure laminate Pretty Darn Quick (PDQ) Panel & Frame IPS Duct Panelling 
was supplied to all washrooms areas. Arriving on site pre-assembled, PDQ Panel & Frame is quick 
and easy to install, with a galvanized steel frame ensuring the longevity of the system. Panel 
alignment brackets allow panels to be hung quickly and easily and the hinged access panels lock at 
an 90° angle allowing easy maintenance access.

PDQ Vanity and Frame completed each of the toilet areas. Manufactured from solid grade laminate, 
they match the cubicles in both their colours and durability. Arriving pre-assembled, PDQ Vanity & 
Frame is 90% quicker to install compared to a traditional timber system that needs to be built on 
site, ensuring a speedy installation for TBS Fabrications. 

Brentford FC joins a family of sporting installations for TBS Amwell alongside Manchester United 
FC, Bristol City FC, Leicester City FC and Saracens Rugby Union. To find out more call us on         
Tel: 01763 276200 or visit www.tbs-amwell.co.uk

install with sleek U-Channels

Brentford Football Club's Evolution

Brentford Football Club’s new stadium is one of the most significant and exciting 
developments in the history of the club. Located next to Kew Bridge station, 
London, with capacity for 17,250 fans it’s much more than just a football ground. It's 
also home to a professional rugby team and is at the heart of plans to regenerate the 
local community.

Evolution washroom cubicles in water resistant solid grade laminate

Co-ordinating PDQ Vanity & Frame arrives on-site pre-assembled PDQ Panel & Frame is quick and easy to install Evolution is ideal for tough environments




